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Abstract. Given an L System G, a word w is said to be k-stable in G if, once w occurs irl a 
derivation, the derivation can proceed no more than k steps before the next occurrence of W. 
The set of k-stable words in an L System is called the k-stable language of the system. The 
k-stable languages of the main classes of L Systems are characterized by the Adrdt languages of 
the corresponding classes. This work provides a new characterization of the Chomsky hierarchy 
in terms of totally parallel grammars, and some consequences of this characterization are explored. 
1. Introduction 
One of the interesting features of the theory of L Systems [3,6,7] is that it 
introduces a new topic into formal language theory-the theory of sequences of 
words. Early research in the sequence of words under the mapping of an L System 
focused on topics of primarily biological interest, such as the growth rates possible 
under various restrictions on intercellular communication. In [9], Thierrin studied 
the stationary languages of OL Systems. A word is stationary if it generates itself 
after a positive number of derivation steps. Walker et al. [4, 10,111 studied the 
class of words which can be derived from the axiom of the L System and which 
are invariant under the mapping of the L System. These words correspond to the 
configurations which an organism reaches at the end of a period of development- 
hence the nomenclature ‘adult’. Ellis [ 11 first observed that, if an L System models 
a parallel computing system, then the ‘adult’ configurations studied by Walker 
correspond naturally to total deadlock in the computing system. But total deadlock 
is not the only phenomenoh of interest in computing systems which relates to 
sequences of configurations. A system may also enter a ‘livelock’ in which the 
system continuously alternates among a set of states without making useful progress 
toward the desired computation. In this paper, we investigate a kind of L System 
behavior which corresponds to the livelock condition in parallel computing systems. 
Given an L System G, a word w is said to be k-stable in G if, once ~7 occurs in 
a derivation, ;;he derivation can go no more than k steps before the next occurrence 
of NV. Since 1, Systems are not deterministic in general, the occurrences of 1%’ may 
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not be strictly periodic. The set of k-stable words in an L System is called the 
k-St&e iungitnge of the system. Clearly, the notion of k-stable languages is a 
generalization of the notion of adult language. The interesting fact is that the two 
notions are equivalent with respect to the various classes of L Systems. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the relevant 
definitions for L Systems. In Section 3, the k-stable languages of OL Schemes are 
characterized. OL Schemes have been widely studied [8] for their mathematical 
interest--01 Schemes correspond to iterated finite substitutions (or iterated 
homomorphisms if deterministic). In Section 4, it is shown that the cIass of k-stable 
languages of OL Systems is the same as the class of adult languages of OL Systems. 
In Section 5, similar results are proved for the class of k-stable languages of PIL 
Systems (with intercellular interactions but no cell death) and the class of k-stable 
languages of IL Systems; In Section 6, we investigate a problem concerning tlx 
maximum period of any stable word in a given L System. The proof techniques 
Exhibited in Section 6 show the potential benefits of applying the well-developed 
~~1s of classical formal language theory [S] to problems involving the behavior qf 
words under parallel rewriting systems. 
2. tkfinitiorrs 
An (MI, n)L Schernt~ is an ordered triple (Yr, P, g), where z‘ is a finite alphabet. I: 
is 2 special symbol gj2, and P (the set of productions ) is a finite total mapping 
for 0 - i * m and 0 r- j c- II. We write (x, U, J+ -+lJ z to indicate membership in P, cr 
4imply (.u, fr. ,V> --, z if P is clear from the context. 
i,CP I-f z !J’, P, g) be an (rn, II jL Scheme. If HZ = N = 0, we say that H is a OL 
SClwrm~. If uz + rr :> 0, we say H is an IL Scheme. If H is a OL Scheme, g sercles 
no purptise: we write H = (2, P). H is propagating 8 (A-? (7, y) -+I> z implies 2 GX+; 
i.t:.. 2 f A, the empty word. 
Let .=: = cr IIF2 , . . flf’, where U, E Z for 1 s i s p and let ~1 EC*. Then x directlv 
tkwt CT L denoted s +I _J’, iff there exist s-1, n, . . . , q,, where 7, E Z* for 1 +- i s p, 
quc’h that 
and t’ -= 7: f , . . r,,. If the system H is clear from the context, we write s =+. 
?hc r4exivc and transitive closure of + is denoted by I?? If 
r -4 v p =3x, 3 ’ ’ * d.r,;, then we write so 3” x,,. .Y 3e M’ means that there is a 
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positive integer n such that x 3’ w. Let r be any set of words r CC*. We write 
x 3 r to mean x +y iff y E I’. If x ** y, we say that y is a descendant of x. 
An (m. n)L System is an ordered 4-tuple H = (E, P, g, w), where (2, P, g) is an 
(m, n)L scheme and w EC*. o is called the axiom of the system. If m = II = 0, then 
H is an UL System. If m +n >O, then H is an IL System. (The symbol g serves no 
purpose in OL Systems; we write an OL System as a triple H = (2, P, o).) 
Let H = (2, P, g) be an L Scheme. The k-stable set of H is R’(H) = {X(X E G + 
and for all x1, x2, . . . , xk EZ*, if x=3x1*x2=+* l *=%k thenx=xiforsome Lois 
k). The stable set of H is R*(H) = lJ~=, R k(H). A word x EC* is stable in H iff 
x E R*(H). 
L.etHbeanLSystemH={~,P,g,w).ThelanguageofHisL(H)-{xjxE~+ 
and 0+*x}. The k-stable language of H is Sk(H)=L(H)nRk(H). The adult 
language of H is A(H) = S’(H). 
We use lower case Greek letters---a, r, etc.- and lower case Latin letters near the 
beginning of the alphabet-a, 6, c- for elements of C. We use lower case Latin 
letters near the end of the alphabet-w, x, y, etc.-for members of c*. We use the 
notation L(RG), L(W), L(CS) and L(RE) to denote the Chomsky classes of 
regular, context-free, context-sensitive and recursively enumerable languages, 
respectively. 
3. Stability in OL Schemes 
We first develop some basic facts about the symbols which occur in stable words 
of 01, Schemes. A11 results in this section implicitly refer to an OL Scheme H = (X, P). 
A symbol u E 2 is called productioe iff u +* x implies x # A. A symbol (T is called 
erasing iff there is an no such that, for all m > ItO, a 3’” x implies .I - A. The set of 
productive symbols is denoted C,; the set of erasing symbols is Z:,. clearly. every 
stable word must contain at least one productive symbol. But stable words may 
contain erasing symbols as well. 
Example 1. Consider H = (2, P), where C = {a, 6) and P = {a dab, b --) A}. Then 
&={a},~,={h), and R*(H)={(ab)‘*[n al}. 
Lemma 1. If x is stable tlzerl s cotztains orliy productive and erasjrq; qw~hols. 
Proof. Let x’ be a stable word. Suppose that x’ contains a symbol 7 which is neither 
productike nor erasing. Let D1 be an infinite derivation from x : 
in which each occurrence of 7 eventually produces the empty string, Let 71 be an 
occurrence of T in x. Let z1 be the last string in D1 which contains a non-null 
descendant of q. For i > 1, define 7i to be the first occurrence of T in DI after z, I, 
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and define zi to LC the last string in D1 which contains a non-null descendant of 
m, Since x is stab%, 7 occurs infinitely often in D1, so Ti and zi are defined for all ’ 1. 
1. Obtain a derivation D2: 
from D, by replacing all subderivations from any occurrence of T in D1 by 
derivations in whit!] 7 never derives the empty string. Suppose Zi = WN, for all i 3 1. 
Then, for all IZ > Ni, IY,~ 13 i, since for each j < i, q has a distinct non-null descendant 
in yn. This implies th;at inf,,,, /y, I= 00, and hence x occurs only finitely many times 
in 11)2, This contradicts the stability of x. III 
It will be shown that stable words are formed by combining minimal length stable 
subwords called stable atoms. An atom is any word IV of the form up = UCTV, where 
II, L’ E x; and CT EC,. The set of stable atoms of an OL Scheme H is denoted by 
SAG H L A cycle from w is a derivation 
II’ = \V()=3 M’l 3’ ’ ’ =3 w,,, 
such that 
i 11 w, is an atom, 0 5 i C m ; 
t2r the same productive symbol, say U, occurs in w() and w,,~; and 
4 3 ) v does not occur in w,, 0 < i =C rn. 
A derivation 
lrr1.s cz q~-k prefi.r iff ai1 initial segment, nf D is a cycle from ~‘0. We say that a 
productive symbol CT is cyclic if every derivation from c has a cyc!e prefix. The 
c~-k .W elf U, denoted CS(cr I, is {w 1 cr occurs in w and there is a cycle from w 
which ends in w). 
Proof. Let D be a cycle from v of length rrt : 
1.c.t x,,; r- i~c,~~~rl, where II{,, I_,+ E 2:. Choose 11 Ir . . . , II, and t’l, . . . q t:, SLK~ th jt 
4, [II . ..*. Zlr.L’! ,..., i-.&z:. 
$ ’ j II, ! =Y 21; and I-, 1 =Y L’, for 1 5~ i s r, and 
1; i II =S” A and L’, =$‘I A. 
.\ott’ rhat jiz -- j$ and that r c-- @i/nz 1, since any erasing symbol derives only A 
3fkr 2 : stqx. Let it’ be the word \I’ = 14~4, 1 . . . tl,,c~r~j~‘ 1 . . . c,. Now, CT +" it' by 
means of a derivation in which the cycle D is repeatedly applied to u and its 
descendants, while the appropriate productions are applied to the erasing symbols 
(9~3 either side. EP,I the choice of the zi,‘s and the P,‘s, there exists a cycle from w 
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which ends with w. Hence, w E CS((T). There are only finitely many cycles from CT’. 
and for each cycle, only finitely many choices for the Idi’s and the t’i’s. Hence, CS& 
is a finite set. 0 
Using the preceding results, it is easy to construct an algorithm r”or generating 
the stable atoms of an arbitrary OL Scheme. 
Theorem I. There is an algorithm which takes as input ait arbitrary OL Scheme H 
and produces as output the set SA(H) of stable atoms of H. 
Proof. Let H = (2, P> be an arbitrary OL Scheme with IX1 -- n. The algorithm is as 
follows: 
First, determine the set of cyclic symbols in X. The cyclicity of any productive 
symbol g can be determined by examining all derivations .from (7 of length 11 or 
less. (If some derivation from G of length n does not have a cycle prefix, then there 
exists zn infinite derivation from u in which cr does not occur.) For each cyclic 
produ.+ivc symbol CT, construct the cycle set CS(a). If CS(a) is a singkton, i.e., 
CS(a) = {v}, then output MY. 
Clearly, if the above algorithm outputs at atom CV, then w is a stable atom. 
Suppose 1~ is a stable atom -with productive symbol (T. Since any infinite derivation 
from IV has a cycle prefix, CT is cyclic. It remains to show that every cycle from cv 
ends in M*. By Lemma 2, there exists an atom x in CS(tr). This implies that there 
exists an infinite derivation from b+’ in which, after an initial segment, u occurs 
only in X. Since MI is stable, M* =x. That is, w is the only element in CS((T). Hence, 
every cycle from IV ends in N’. Cl 
Let \t* be a stable atom and (7 the productive symbol which occurs in ~1. We say 
that u is a stabfe symbol. Furthermore, a is called simpie iff every cycle from CT 
has the same length; otherwise, cr is complex. We say ~$7 is simple (resp., complex) 
iff g is simple (complex). The period of w is the length of the longest cycle from 
CT. The proof of the following proposition from [2] is straightforward and is left to 
the reader. 
Proposition 1. A stable atom w is simple if there exists an ;ZI such that w 3”’ {w ). 
We now characterize the st;ibie tiords of OL Schemes in terms of the periodic 
propertics of the constituent atoms. 
Theorem 2. A word .Y is stable (f.u has the form .Y = CQI ‘2 . . . w such that 
(i) each wy is a stable atom ; 
(ii) at most one wi is complex ; and 
(iii) if \4’i is compkx and U’i is simple, &en any tM*o cy&-lengths of w, are congrcreilt 
MO&/O the period 0.f tiris 
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Proof. (+). Suppose x has the form x = wl w2 . . . w, such that each wi is a stable 
atom. Conditions (ii) and (iii) allow two cases. 
Case 1: Each wi is a simple atom. Let mi be the period of Wi, for 1s i SS. Let 
p = LCA4(ml, m2,. . , , m,), where KM is the least common multiple function. 
Then bvi ap {wi} for 16 i GS. SO x +’ {x} and x E RP(H). 
Case 2: For some k, wk is the single complex atom in x, and, for any i # k, any 
two cycle-lengths of wk are congruent module the period of wia Let n2i be the period 
of svi f!Dr 1s i d s. Let p = LCM(m~, m2, . . . , m,). Any infinite derivation from x 
has an initial segment of length p of the following form: 
Li’k 1 
(3, q is chosen SI) that ~~bl’~\rl~ contains the it;l occurrence of I%‘& 
By the condition on the cycle lengths of \i’k, r = p -q is a common niuitipk of 
1 III SC ,+ I s, i # k ). Hence, y 1 = w 1 . . . wk 1 and .\1? = kt’k . l . . . w,. That is, 1’ 1 wk-~ = 
.Y. Hence, s E R ‘Uf ). 
(~“3. Suppose s is a stable word. 
ti / Uaim : x has the form x = w1 ~2 . . . IV, where each ~~~~ is a stable atom. Let 
Cl. CfJ, . . . , CT, be the productive symbols which occur in X, numbered left to right. 
Since .Y is stable, s +* ~7 implies that x and ~7 have an equal number of productive 
symbols. and so C, produces the lth productive symbol in J*. Since every derivation 
from Y produces another s. U, must be cyclic for 1~ i SS. By Lemma 2, there exists 
an atom W, E CS(U, 1. Therefore CJ, 3% cl’; and there exists an infinite derivation D, 
from t+‘; in which U: occurs only in w,. It follows that x has the form s = Use ~2 . . . w,, 
where, for 1 - i c- J, w, is constructed as above. It remains to shcw that each such 
“it, is a stabie rttom. 
Suppose that some Il’i, is not stable. Then there exists an infinite derivation D; 
from ft.; in which !t’k occurs only finitely many times. Consider the derivation ~9 
frclm .Y .= li- i btf2 . . . w, in which D, is applied to I\‘~, i f k, and 0: is applied to We. 
fQ+ ihe dcfirrition of the Q‘s and DL, .\: occurs only finitely many times in D. This 
Urrttr~ldicts ihc st;ihilitj~ of .v. Hence, II*, is ;i stable atom for 1 5 i c-. ,y. 
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(ii) Claim : At most one wi is complex. Suppose w and 2: are two (not necessarily 
distinct) complex atoms. We show that the word WV is not stable. By an argument 
similar to (i) above, this implies that any word which contains’ M? and v as stable 
atoms is not stable. We show that the word WV is not stable by constructing an 
infinite derivation D from WV such that WV occurs only once in D. Suppose that 
w has a cycle of length m. 
1. Since v is complex, there exists a vl such that v +m v 1 and v 1 f 1~. So 
WV +“’ MYI~ such that WV does not occur as an intermediate step. 
2. Let n 1 be the least integer such that v1 +‘*l v. Since IV is complex, there is an 
w 1 such that M’ 3”’ IQ and ~‘1 f w. So there exists a derivation D1 : wvl *“l w1 t‘ 
such that WV does not occur as an intermediate step. 
3. Let n2 be the least integer such that ~l=+‘*~ tv. Since t’ is complex, there is a 
vy such that 17 =+“? v2 and v2 # v. So there exists a derivation Dz : W~L *‘I? tw2 wch 
that u’u does not occur. 
Repeating steps 2 and 3 above yields an infinite derivation D from M*L: such that 
WS: does not occur at any step beyond the first. Hence, M’V is not stable. 
Example 2. Consider H = (E, P), where E = (a, 6) and P z= {a -i, a, a + 6, /I -+ a}. 
The word LZ is 2-stable, but the word aa is not stable, as witnessed by the follosving 
derivation: 
(iii) Claim: If wi is complex and NJ, is simple, then any two cycle-iengths of M’i 
are congruent modulo the period of ~q. Let w be complex and v be simple. Let Q 
be the set of cycle-lengths of MT. Let rrz be the period of c’. Suppose there exists 
two cycle-lengths in Q which are not congruent moduio m. We show that the word 
N’L’ is not stable. By an argument similar to (i) above, this implies that any word 
which contains \t’ and L? as stable atoms is not stable. 
We construct an infinite derivation D from WV such that M’V occurs only once 
in D. Using the fact that there are two elements in Q which are not congruent 
modulo III, we can construct a sequence (4 Ir q2, . . . , q,,J of elements of Q such that 
none of the partial sums 
is a multiple of HZ. Let D he a derivation 
in which it’ occ*Irs only with tii for 1 <i s m, and in which the derivation path of 
P follows exactly une of the cycles from v. By tk choice of the ql, WV does not 
occur in D after the initial word. Furthermore, since the derivation path of c follows 
exactly one of the cycles from L‘, and this cycle passes through oz - 1 words other 
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than U, it folllows that vj = vk for some j <k. Repeating the derivation segment 
between wq and WV& infinitely often yields an infinite derivation from WV in which 
WV occurs only once. Hence, WV is not_ stable. Therefore, Claim (iii) is justified and 
the proof is complete. c! *’ S 
Corollary 2.1. Let H be an GIL Sc&s+se H = (2, P) with n = [XI. Let m = n!. Then 
R*tH) = R”‘(H). 
Proof. Suppose w E R*(H). Any stabl&tom in w has a period less than or equal 
to 1Li. Hence the least o~mmon multiple of the periods of the atoms in w is less 
tharl or equal to nt. Hence, IV E R’“(H ). ci 
Let x and ~1 be two stable atoms. We say that ,v~#‘$@are compatible iff 
(1 I both x and y are simple, or 
I*. Ir_ .-fl . 
I 21 exactly one of’ them, say ,I-, is complex and any two cycle-lengths of x are 
congruent modulo the period of 5’. 
Otherwise, A- and ~1 are incompnthble. By Theorem 2, x and y are compatible iff 
the word q is stable. We can now characterize the class of stable sets of OL Schemes. 
Proof. Let H be an OL Scheme H = (Z, P). For each w in SA(EI 1, let C(W 1 be 
the set of simple atoms that are compatible with W. Then, by Theorem 2, R*(H) = 
!j f* . .S/lfI;I I c-1 M’)*ri*C! Cl’) ? Since SA(H) and the C’( w j’s are all finite sets, R *W) 
is ;t regular set. Hence, R*(UL) E L(RG). 
Consider the language L = {n, ab}. Suppose L E R’ (H ) for some OL Scheme H. 
f%_t, Theorem 2, the word CI is a stable atom. Also by Theorem 2, h must be a stable 
3tom. So. 17 E R ’ 07 I. Hence, J, # R li (H). Since I, E L(RG ), the result follows. CI 
Proof. The form of the regular expression in the proof of Theorem ,3 can be altered 
to C~IWI-~‘ that the KM of the periods of the atoms which occur in any stable word 
i% i, or Ih’l\. - : 
49L Systems differ from 01, Schemes by the addition of an axiom, or start word. 
‘I hi mcchanisrn for defining the k -st,Me language of an OL System is correspond- _* 
InitI~ morliiied to incluck the rtquiremcnt that its members be derivable from the 
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axiom of the system: Sk(H) = L(H) n R k (H). The main result of this section is: 
(Vk) S’(oL) =A(OL). By [ll], A(OL) =L(CF). Thus our result gives a new charac- 
terization of the sequential context-free languages in terms of dynamic properties 
of totally parallel grammars. It also means that many of the known results about 
context-free languages can be applied to questions about k-stable languages of OL 
Systems. Some examples of such applications appear in Section 6. 
The straightforward way to obtain our main result would be as follows: Given 
an OL System H, construct another OL System G in which one step of G simulates 
k steps of H, and show that A(G) = Sk(H). Unfortunately, the presence of complex 
stable atoms complicates this appr jach somewhat. (See Example 2, above.) It is 
first necessary to decompose H into a sequence of OL Systems in ‘normal’ form. 
This is done in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3. There exists an algorithm which takes as input an arbitrary OL System 
Hand an arbitrary integer k and produces as output a finite sequence HI, Hz, . . . , H,,, 
of QL Systems such that 
(a) s”(H)=IJISl Sk(Hi), 
(b) S”(Hi) =S*(Hi), and 
(c) for 1 < i c m, SA (Hi) contains orzly mutually compatible atoms. 
Proof. In producing the OL Systems with the desired properties, we first address 
the following problem: Let w and u be two distinct stable atoms such that w +* L’. 
The w and o are either both simple or both complex. By Theorem 2, w and o are 
compatible iff they are both simpie. Therefore, we must ensure that no complex 
atom in any Hi derives any other complex atom. This can be accomplished by 
uniquely renaming all of the interior productive symbols which occur in any cycle 
from a complex symbol in H, and then adding the appropriate new productions 
for the entry points of such cycles, as illustrated in the following example. 
Example 3. Consider H = (2, P, S}, where C ={S, a, 6, c, d} and where P = 
{S-+a,a+b,b-+c,b+d,c-,b,d+c}~. H hasfourcycles: 
(1, b=+c*b, 
(2) b =M +c *h, 
(3) c+b+c, 
(4) c +I *t-l =sc, 
SA(H) = (6, c); both h and c are complex and L +* h. Uniquely rename the 
interior productive symbols of each cycle, as follows. 
(1) b*c,+b, 
(2) b -4dZ*c2-ib, 
(3) c =Sb@c, 
(4) c +b4=+d4+c 
and add new productions for the new entry points of each cycle: n + b3, and (- + bd. 
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The prod\.action set is now P ‘: 
3 +a 6 -)C] c2+b bed4 
SA 1 H’) = {b, c) and no complex atom derives any other complex atom. 
The above construction does not introduce any stable atoms into H, nor does it 
aiter the cycle-lengths of any stable atom in SAW). 
Let fr, &, . . . , I-,,, be all the maximal subsets of SA(H) such that T; contains 
only compatible atoms and the least common multiple of the periods of the atoms 
in 1: k less than or equal to k. For 1 s r’ c rn, form Hi = <Si, Pi, S) as follows: 
1. L:‘, +r;’ u(q), where rl&X; P, +PuIrl -+w}. 
2. For each stable symbol g in H which does not occur in ri, add the production 
(r 4 ?J to P,. 
By the construction of the I-‘,, SA (H,) contains only compatible stable atoms. We 
mw show that Sx (H ) = U:“. 1 S” (H, j. 
I+) Suppose it’ E Ski H 1. The stable atoms which occur in 1%’ are all compatible, 
and furthermore, the LCM of the periods of all atoms in w is less than or equal 
to k, so they form a subset of Ti, for some i. Any derivation of w in H is a derivation 
of it* in H,. SO N-ES~(H,). Hence, S’(H)ciJ:“., S”(HiJ. 
ie) Suppose IS* E Sk( Hi 1. Since ~1 is stable in Hi, no derivation of IZ’ in Hi involves 
‘I, w 1%’ i Uff 1. By Theorem 2, w is a sequence of stable atoms from SA(H, ), anb 
hcncc IV is a sequence of compa.tible, stal3e atoms from SAW i whose LCM of 
periods is kss than or equal to k. That is, w E S’(H ). Hence, u:‘Ll S“ (H, 1 c 
.P 01 I. ‘Z 
Now we show that for each system H, produced by Lemma 3, we can produce 
an W _ .System G, such that A (G, J = Sk t’ Hl ). The construction proceeds in two steps. 
In the first step, we show that Sk (H, 1 is the k-stable language of an OL System H’, 
lvikh is ‘normalized’: We say that an 01, System H is k-stabit rromczl iff S”(H) = 
h?f I -&WI 1” and SAW) contaitz only compatible atoms, i.e., if every word 
which can be derived in the system and which contams only stabie atoms is k -staik _ 
%jtc that if t! is k -stable normal, then Sk (If) = S’(H). (Recall that, for an arbitrary 
(12 I S>!!tern II, S”I fi ) z L (H 1 n SA (H )‘. j Since all stable atoms in Hi are compatible, 
%W can normalize such systems by ensuring that no word can be derived which 
~-‘c~mt:iins more than 0nf: occurrence of a complex atom. 
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(a) Sk(H) = Sk(H’), and 
(b) H’ is k-stable Qormal. 
Proof. Let H = (E, P, S) be an OL System such that Sk(H) = S*(H) and all stable 
atoms in M(H) are compatible. If H contains only simple atoms, then let H’ = H. 
Otherwicp, let G be the (unique) complex symbol in C. We may assume without 
loss of generality (invoking the renaming procedure used in Lemma 3 if necessary) 
that if r is any productive symbol which occurs in a cycle from (T, then CT always 
occurs before T in any derivation in which T occurs. 
Form H’ = (Z’, P’, S) as follows: 
1. .E’tCu{~}, where ~62; P’+Pu(r; +qq}. 
2. For each production T + uuv E P such that the productive symbol T does not 
occur in any cycle from 0, 
(a) delete T + uuv from P’; 
(b) add r’+ u(rt’ ta P’; 
(c) add T -, q to P’; and 
(d) add 7’ to C’. 
5. For each T’E Lr’, for all productions p -* urv E P’, add p’+ UT’V to P’ and add 
p’ to C’. Repeat this step for p’ if necessary. 
4. Add S + S’ to P’. 
The above construction does not affect any of the cycles of the stable atoms in 
H, nor does it introduce any new cycles. Therefore, the stable atoms in H’ are 
precisely the same as the stable atoms in H. Now, a complex symbol can only be 
introduced into ;! derivation 311 H’ by a primed symbol. By the above construction, 
there is at most one primed symbol in any word derived from the start symbol. It 
follows that at most one occurrence of the complex symbol CT occurs in any word 
in L(H’L Since all stable atoms in H’ are compatible, with the LCM of all periods 
bounded above by k, it follows ihat L(H’) n SA (H’)” = S” (H’). It remains to show 
that Sk(HI=Sk(H’). 
(ti) Suppose it’ E Sk (H’). Note that the stabIe atoms in H’ are identical to the 
stable atoms in H. Hence, since TV E SA (H’)*, u’ E SA (H)*. Consider any derivation 
of \V in H’ If we remove any primes which occur in this derivation, we get a 
derivation of 1%’ in H. Hence, 1%’ E L(H) n SA (H )*, and w contains at most one 
complex attIm. Since all stable atoms on SA (H) are compatible, w E S*(H j. Since 
S*(H) =S ‘H), I\’ ES~(H). 
(3) Supp lse 1~ E Sk(H). Since SA(H’) = SA (J-I), we only need to show that 
w E L+%, Consider any derivation of u’ in H. By marking with a prime any 
ancestors of the complex svmbol in 1~ (if one exists), we get a derivation of 1%’ in 
H’. Hence, 11’ E L(H’)nSA$!‘)* =S”(H’). n 
. , 1 c 
Esy, appl) ing the algorithm i:- Lemma 4 to the systems Froduced by the afgoi ithm 
in Lemma 3, we obtain systems H ;, Hi, . . . , H:,, such that 
(a) S”(i$) = d:“_l S”(H: ;, and 
(L)) for 1 G<rrz, S”:H,!) =L(H:)nSA(Hj I*. 
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The final step is to construct, for 1 ~i~m,aOLSystemGisuchthatA(Gi)=Sk(H[). 
..* 
Lemma 5. There exists an algorithm which takes as input a k-stable normal bz . \ 
Syaw~ H and produces as output arY OL System G such that A(G) = Sk(H). 
Proof, Let H = (Z, P, S) be a k-stable normal OL System. Let p = LCM of the 
periods of all the stable atoms in SA(H). Let r =plZl. Informally, we construct an 
OL System G such that one derivation step in G is equivalent to r steps in H, with 
the following differences. First, the start symbol S derives in one step in G any 
word derived within / steps in H. Second, any stable atom in SA(H) derives only 
itself in G. Formally, define an OL System G = (C, P’, S) as follows: 
1. s --Q~x iff S &x and ii-r. 
2. u -+(; x if (r is a stable symbol in H which occurs in the stable atom _Y E SA (H ). 
3. Otherwise, u +c; x iff o =&_x. 
Clearly, a symbol is productive (resp,, erasing) in G iff it is productive (resp., 
erasing) in N. We now show that A(G) = S”(H). 
I=JI Suppose w E A(G). Since every step in a derivation in G .corresponds to a 
legal derivation in H, L(G) c L(H). So, w E L(H). Let .x be a stable atom in R’(S). 
Let u be the productive symbol which occurs in x. Since all erasing symbols in G 
producr~ A in one step, it must be that (T +c; {x}. That is, clr *ci {x}. If the production 
u -+, x is included in P’ because of construction step 2, then s E SA(H). If it is 
included because of construction step 3, then x +;i {x), which implies s E SA( H ). 
In either case, s E SAW ). Since SAW I* C_ R l(G) by construction step 2, we have 
shown that SAiH)’ = R ‘(G). Since 1-i’ ER ‘\G ), it follows that K E SA(H )? But 
S’W, -II LWm§A(H)“, so n&?(H). 
(Ed Sqpose K* ES?H 1. That is, M* E L(H) nSA(H )*. By the construction of G, 
S/3 (If 1% c R ‘G 1, so N* E R ‘(G). Consider any derivation of H* in If: 
if N - I then S +; IV, so w E L(G). Suppose IZ X. Let 11 = qr + i. Obtain another 
representation of the derivation D by factoring D into groups of r derivation steps, 
starting with the right end: 
!-et x be the complex atom (if any) in SA (H 1. If .Y appears explicitly in the factored 
rqrcscntation above, then \t* contains an atom which is a descendant of the stabit 
qmbol in Y. Since .I- is a complex atom and H is k-stable normal, the only stabk 
ck\ccndant of ,I- is -2; itself. Therefore, we may replace all of the descendants of .V 
~II th:_! rqr~sentation bv .Y. yielding another valid derivation of \t* in I-I, call it DI. 
Singe each stable atom in 0; derives itself in r steps, the sequence of words in 0: 
Is~a~alicidcri~atic~nof it inG.So,rr’EL(G).Hence,~t.EL(G)nR’(G)-A(G). c! 
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Theorem 4. (Vk) Sk@!+) =A(UL). 
Proof. + (Vk) Sk (UL) c_ A(OL). Let H be an arbitrary OL System and k an arbitrary 
integer. By applying Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 in sequence, we can prod,rce a finite set 
of OL Systems Gl, G2, . . . , G, such that Sk(H)=u:‘=~A(Gi). By [ll], A(OL)= 
L(C.). Since I;(CF) is closed under finite union, there exists a single OL System 
G such that A(G) = S’(H). 
C+ (Vk) A(OL) c_ Sk (UL). It is a simple matter to take an arbitrary OL System H 
and, using techniques imilar to those in Lemma 3, produce another OL System G 
such that, for ail k 2 1, A(H) =S”(G). U 
Corollary 4.1. S*(UL) = A(OL). 
Proof. A(UL) E S*(UL) by the same argument as above. Let H be an arbitrary OL 
System with 1: 1 = IL By Theorem 2, S*(H) E Sk (UL) for all k. z II !. Hence, S*(H ) E 
AMX). q 
5. Stability in IL Systems 
This section characterizes the k-stable latqages of L Systems with cellular 
interactions. Again, it is shown that the k-stable language operator defines the 
same class of languages as the adult language ,Jperator. It follows that the k-stabh 
languages of PIL Systems are exactly the Chomsky context-sensitive languages, 
and the k-stable languages of IL Systems are exactly the recursively enumerabll: 
languages. The next section explores some of the implications of these relationships. 
Theorem 5. (Vk 3 1) S’ (PIL ) = /l (PIL ). 
Proof. We show that, for any k 21, (1) A(~K)cS”(prL), (2) SL;VW)UK’S), 
and (3) L(CSj =A(PIL). 
(1 A(PIILJ C_ S’; (PIL ). Given an arbitrary PIL System H, we construct a PIL 
Systclrn G Juch that, for all k 3 1, A (H ) = S”(G). Suppose R’ = (E, P. rr). Let 
G = (C’, P’, w), such that 5” = z’ u (r] 1, where q&X, an-l P’ is formed as follows: 
Let P~={(~~,cr,~~)-,~I(.~,~r,~~)-*~; and of=}. L_E:t &=(q -qq}. Let P’= 
PLJP,L& 
Clearly, L(H ) C_ L [G ) Suppose .Y E A (H . It is easy to show (see [12, Lemma 
3.41) that, in any propagating (m, n)L Scheme H = (C, P, w), a word x = (ral . . . q, 
isinA[H)iffforeachls&p,(a, r ,,.._ ~~~~I,~i,~i+~...~,Cn)~~~,impli~scr,=~,. 
By the construction of P’, the only productions which apply to x in G are those 
in P. Hence, .Y EA(G). So, A(ll)cA(G,. 
Suppose xgA(iH). The set of productions P1 ensures that, if a word x IS not in 
A(H), the:. x directly derives a word 17 in G such that q occurs in y. Now, any 
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word in which q occurs cannot be stable in G, since v splits in two at each derivation 
step in G, and no cell death occurs in G. So if x&W?), then x#Sk(G), for any 
k. llence, for all k 2 1, Sk(G)cA(H). Hence, Sk(G) =A(H). This establishes (1). 
(2) S%WJ E L(CS). Given any PIL System h! and integer k, we can construct 
an LBA M such that L(M) = Sk(H). Let H = (2, P, o), where p,= IPI. The tape of 
A4 has 2k tracks. If a string x is placed on the top track of M’s tape, M decides 
if x E L(M) as follows: 
(i) M writes w in the second track and nondeterministically attempts to derive 
x from W, using the productions in P, i;nd using the additional tracks as working 
storage. If o $* x, go to step ii; otherwise, reject x. 
(ii) M now checks that every derivation in H which begins with x produces 
another x within k steps. M constructs all derivations of length k deterministically, 
using two tracks per derivation step. If, in simulating any derivation 
M finds ix,/ 3 ix 1, for some i. 1M rejects x and halts. If every derivation of length k 
has x = x,, for some 15 i s k, then M accepts s and halts. Otherwise M rejects x. 
Detailed construction of 121 is left to the readx. Clearly, L(M) =Sk(fi). This 
establishes (2 ). 
0) LKW=AWIL) by [HI, which completes the theorem. !I 
Finally, we consider the k-stable languages of IL Sy’stems with cell death. For 
these systems, it is more convenient to prove a direct correspondence with the 
C’homsky class L(RE ). By Walker’s results [ 111, this gives a correspondence between 
S4UL) and A(K). 
Proof. Given any IL System H and integer k, we can construct a TM AZ such that 
IA%1 I = S” #I ). The proof proceeds similarly to the proof in Theorem 5 except that 
no hound is placed on the length of intermediate derivation steps. 
C&en an arbitrary Chomsky grammar G we can construct an IL System H such 
that MAGI =AUf). Moreover, for all k -2 1, A(H) =S”(H). The first part of the 
construction is shown in [ 1 2, Lemma 4.63, to which we refer the reader for complete 
&tails. We outline Walker’s algorithm and show how to modify it to obtain the 
latter condition. 
Ciivcn an arbitrary grammar (3, Walker constructs an Ii, System H ’ = CL”. P’, g, 3) 
!,uch that. if S +;, x, where s = ~~~~~ . . . CT,,, ancl x&!.(G), then a string &CT? . . . cr,, 
is dcriwbk in tf ‘. Th 1 c --, then moves to the right along the string, allowing local 
rt’writing accordiqg to the productions of G. When the + reaches the right end of 
the string. it changes to an +. The +- then moves to the left along the string, allowing 
a&_.;rl c’w’;‘~ ruing according to the productions of 6. When the + reaches the left 
c?Bbi. it l*h:rngtsc to -+ 0:’ to j. If the change is to an -+, then the above process is 
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repeated. If the change is to +, then two things can happen. If the string consists 
only of terminal symbols, then 1 moves all the way to the right end and vanishes, 
yielding a string in A(H’). If the string contains a non-terminal symbol, then + 
moves as far as that symbol, then changes to an +, and rewriting continues as above. 
Walker formally defines such an IL System and shows that L(G) = A(W). Note 
that a string in L(H’) is in A(H’) iff it does not contain any arrow. 
We now construct the IL System H required for our resuh, Let H’ = (E’, P’, g, g) 
be the IL System constructed above. Define another IL System H = (3, P, g, z?) as 
follows: 
Let~=C’u{77~,wheretl~~‘;LctP1={~-,t7Iir~~’an;dohastheformcr=~ 
or u =& or0 =2}; Let Pz={7p7j7~}: Let P=P’uP1uP1. 
Clearly, H is an IL System. Since E’ EC, P’c P, and 3 is the axiom for both M’ 
and H, it follows that L(H’) cL(H). We now show that A(H’) = Sk(H) for all k 2 1. 
(+) A(H’)cA(H)=S’(H). Suppose x EA(H’L Since L(H’)cL(H), x EL(H). 
Since x’ EA(H’), there is no symbol in x of the form lu’ or du’ or 2. Therefore, the 
only productions in H which apply to the symbols in x are those productions which 
are also productions in h”. Since x F&~(X), x +.., {x}. Hence, x E A(,H ). 
(+l Suppose x’ E S’(H) for some k a 1. Then, no q occurs in x. It follows that _Y 
is derivable in H using only the productions of H’. Hence, x E L(H’). Suppose that 
_X coi?tains a symbol of the form du’, Cy, or c?. Then x+++t’, where J* contains q. < 
This again contradicts the stability of A-. Hence, x contains no symbol of the form 
G, &, or a *. Hence, s E A iH’). 9 
P 
Corolla& 6.1 (Vk ) SC (IL .I = A (IL 1. 
Proof. By Walker’s correspondence between A(K) and URE) [ 111. 2 
This completes our characterizations of the k-stable languages of L Systems. We 
have shown that, for the major classes of L Systems, the notion of k-stability is 
equivalent to the notion of adult language in terms of the classes of languages 
which they define. 
6. Bounded stability 
We now consider questions about the behavior of stable words within particular 
I._ Systems. The results here illust:;te the advantages of characterizing the stable 
languages of L Systems in terms of the Chomskv hierarchy, since we exploit results 
and techniques from classic formal language theory. 
We consider the problem of determining, for a given L System G and integer k, 
whether every word which is stable in G is k-stable in G. Let S*(G ) = UC= 1 S”( G ). 
We say that the stddit~ of G is bounded by k iff S’ CC; ) = S?G 1. The stability borrrd 
problem is: Given an L System G and integer k, is the stability of G bounded by 
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k? The motivation for the stability bound problem is as follows: if the stability 
bound problem is decidable for an L System G, then we have an effective method 
for testing both the stability and the instability of any given word: check all 
derivations from w in G of length m, where the stability of G is bounded by m. 
If all derivations from w produce another w within m steps, then w is k-stable, 
for some k urn. If there is a derivatii n from u’ in which another w does not appear 
within m steps, then w is not k-stable for any finite k. 
Theorem 7. The stability bourzd problem is decidable for OL Systems. 
Proof. Let G be an arbitrary OL System G = (C, P, S), and let m = lE/!. By Corollary 
2.1, the stability of G is bounded by m. That is, S”‘(G) = S*(G). For 1 s k c m, we 
can test whether Sk (6) = S”‘(G j as follows: S”(G) = S”‘(G) iff there is no word in 
S”‘(G)whichisnotk-stable.Thatis,Sk(G) =S”‘(G)iffS”‘(G)n(R’“(G)-R”(G)) = 
0. Ry Theorem 3, R ‘*I (G) and Rk (G) are regular languages. By Theorem 4, S”’ (G) 
is a context-free language. It is decidable whether the intersection of a context-free 
language and a regular language is empty. Hence, it is decidable whether Sk(G) = 
S”‘(G 1. Let k,, be the least k such that Sk(G) = S”‘(G) = S*(G). The stability of G 
is hounded by k iff k +a k,,. CJ 
It is an easy exercise to construct a PIL System H stlch that, for all k 2 1, 
S” 1 I-I I f SW 1. 
Example 4. Consider the PJL System H = (2, P, S, g), where 5 = (S, n, b, c}, and 
:-hc \ct of production P is: 
-1 bus, Irome PJL Systems have bounded stability and others do not. Our next 
rt’\Eft shows that there is no algorithm which can tell the difference. 
I’hearem 8. T~+c stability borrrld probLem is rtrrdecidable for PIL Systems. 
EVoak I.ct G he an arbitrary PIL System, G = (L, P, S, g). We construct another 
I’ll. Sf\tern If with the following properties: 
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(1) VX, y E,r*, X+Gy iffx=$y. 
(2) S’(H) =0. 
(3) s*(H) = S”(H). 
Suppose G has p productions in P. Let H = (Z’, P’, S, g); C’ is defined as follows: 
E’=~U{ZiJI~i~p}u{n}, where Zig,T for l~isp, and q~6.E. Define P’to be 
P’ = PI u P2 u P3, where 
P* ={(U, U, W)+ Zi, Zi+Xiu, w,xEX*,UE.E, and 
(u, u, o) -3r x is the ith production in P for 1 s i s p}, 
p2={h,u, d+qI(u,a, w)+x isin P andu#X}, 
The set of production P1 insures that condition (1) holds. Condition (2) holds 
since no symbol in H derives only i&elf in one derivation step. By (l), S’(H) = 
S’(G)nX*. By the con struction of Pz, unless x E S2(H), x derives in H a word in 
which q occurs. Any word in which q occurs is not stable in H, since each q splits 
in two at each derivation step. Hence, S*(H) = S2(H). 
Now, the stability of H is bounded by 1 iff S’(H) =S*(H) iff 0=S’(H). But 
S2(H)=0iffS1(Gf=0. SinceL(CS)=S?PK) by[ll],itisundecidableingeneral 
whether S’(G) = 0. Hence it is undecidable in general whether the stability of H 
constructed a+ e is bounded by 1. Hence, the stability bound problem is undeci- 
dable for PIL Systems. q 
Given the undecidability of the stability bound problem for PIL Systems, we 
might be interested in a weaker question: given an arbitrary PIL System H, is there 
any finite k such that S”(H) = S*(H)? Note that this question is always true for 
OL Systems. However, for PIL Systems, this question is also undecidable. 
Theorem 9. T/we is no algo:ithm which takes as input an arbitrary PIL Syste!rl H 
and &-ides whether there exists a finite k such that Sh (H) = S”(H). 
Proof. Let 121 be an arbitrary deterministic TM with a single one-way infinite tape. 
We informally describe a PIL system H such ttlat, if xqy is a valid instantaneous 
description of the TM just before the kth move by A4 when given a blank input 
tape, then a string of the form z = ~Gyh ‘, where IzI = k + 2 and b represents a 
blank tape square, is derivable in /X Signals, similar to those used in Theorem 6, 
control the simulation ICI by the System H. There are four kinds of signals: *, +, 
3, and t. Signals move along the string, one symbol per derivation step except 
as specified in rule (3 1, according to the following rules: 
(1) the + moves left to right; when it reaches the right end of the string, a single 
blank tape square is appended to the end of the string, and the signal changes to 
an t-. 
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(2) the c- moves right to left; when it reaches the left end of the string, it changes 
to either an + or an +, nondeterministically. 
(3) when the + is directly above the simulated ‘TX tape head, the System H 
simulates a single TM move; if the simulation of fM enters a final state, the + 
changes to an +; otherwise, the + moves to the symbol to the right of the TM tape 
head. 
(4) the 3 moves left to right; when it reaches the right end of the string, it 
changes to an e. 
45) the + moves left to right; when it reaches the left end of the string, it changes 
to an *. 
Rule (1) allows the PIL to derive arbitrarily long simulated TM tapes. Rule (3) 
implies that at most one TM move is simulated each time the + moves from one 
end of the string to the other. Rules (4) and (5) imply that if a word w contains a 
=+ and fwl = k, then w E S*‘(H)-S’(H). The axiom for N is w = &66, where q. 
represents the TM tape head, scanning the first blank tape square 6 while in the 
initial state of A4. For example, if M’s first move consists of writing a 0, changing 
to state 41, and moving right, then the following derivation occurs according to the 
productions of H: 
The next derivation step simulates the second move by M. The straightforward 
construction of the productions of H according to above specifications is left to 
the reader. 
If A4 halts after k - 2 TM steps when given a blank tape, then L(H) contains 
only words of length k or less. In this case, SZ”(H) = S*(H). On the other hand, 
if $Y never halts when given a biank tape, then for all k 2 1, Sk(H) f S”“(H), 
since rules i 1 ), (2) and (3) imply that there are arbitrarily long words in L(H) in 
which + occurs Hence, the halting problem for Turing machines is reducible to 
the ;>roblem of deciding whether an arbitrary PIL System has bounded stability. 
The theorem fol&Jws. 0 
7. Summary 
0ur work advances the work in [ 111 concerning the adult languages of L Systems. 
The notion of k-stability is a generalization of the notion of adult language which 
captures a more dynamic kind of behavior in L Systems. Our main results have 
shown that, for the classes of OL. PIL, and IL Systems, the two notions derive the 
5ilme classes of languages: 
rvCi,S”(PIL)=A(PIL.l, 
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In terms of the Chomsky hierarchy we have shown 
(Vk)Rk(OL)cL(RG), 
(Vk) Sk(OL) = L(CF), 
(Vk) Sk(m) =L(CS), 
(Vk) Sk(K) = L(RE). 
Thus, we have provided a new characterization of most of the Chomsky classes 
in terms of dynamic properties of totally parallel grammars. All of the above results 
are constructive in the sense that we have presented algorithms which provide 
translations between the parallel and the sequential generators for the various 
families of languages. These characterizations provide easy proof techniques for 
problems concerning the behavior of words in individual L Systems. For example, 
we have shown that the problem of deciding whether the stability of words in an 
L System is bounded is decidable for OL Systems and is undecidable for PIL Systems. 
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